Brief activity report of Swachh Bharat Mission during the period 16-31 Oct 2016 to till date at Central Institute of Post-Harvest Engineering & Technology, Ludhiana. Glimpses of the cleanliness activities conducted during the Swachhta Pakhwada are as below:

Swachhta pledge taking ceremony at ICAR-CIPHET, Ludhiana

Clineliness drive at the main gate of CIPHET campus
Clineliness drive near guest house of CIPHET campus

Intensive clineliness drive on approach road in front of main gate of CIPHET campus
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Weedicide spray at the residential area of CIPHET, Ludhiana campus

Spraying on roadside area of residential establishments
Interactive session with students on Swachhata

Teaching the lesson of cleanliness among school students
Student interaction during the swachhata session

Washing and sanitization of overhead tanks and nearby surrounding
Collection of dirt/dust and sanitization of nearby surrounding

Cleaning activity nearby green vegetative surrounding in campus.
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Erracted boards spreading message to conserve water
New LED Street lights to save energy

Main entrance gate beatification by installing new Name Board of ICAR-CIPHET
Old files and papers were disposed-off during the cleanliness drive

Cleaning of the ToT division by the scientist
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Construction of space for car parking

Construction of Stone work with CIPHET emblem
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Regular monitoring of attendance and punctuality by Biometric machine

Cleaning of premises in residential area
Cleaning of overhead water tank.

Installation of new lamps under beatification activity of the campus
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Cleaning of main entrance gate

Cleaning of gardens and nearby place by CIPHET staff.
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Poster compision organized

Visit of farmers/entrepreneurs to showcase CIPHET technology for adoption and livelihood
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Spreading of Get-together massage among campus residence members
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Cleaning of sitting place by the staff.
Visit to nearby village to spread the massage of cleanliness drive

Visit to nearby village Anganwadi centre to spread the massage of cleanliness